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Abstract—Modern vehicles are required to comply with a
range of environmental regulations limiting the level of emissions
for various greenhouse gases, toxins and particulate matter. To
ensure compliance, regulators test vehicles in controlled settings
and empirically measure their emissions at the tailpipe. However,
the black box nature of this testing and the standardization
of its forms have created an opportunity for evasion. Using
modern electronic engine controllers, manufacturers can pro-
grammatically infer when a car is undergoing an emission test
and alter the behavior of the vehicle to comply with emission
standards, while exceeding them during normal driving in favor
of improved performance. While the use of such a defeat device
by Volkswagen has brought the issue of emissions cheating to the
public’s attention, there have been few details about the precise
nature of the defeat device, how it came to be, and its effect on
vehicle behavior.

In this paper, we present our analysis of two families of
software defeat devices for diesel engines: one used by the
Volkswagen Group to pass emissions tests in the US and Europe,
and a second that we have found in Fiat Chrysler Automobiles. To
carry out this analysis, we developed new static analysis firmware
forensics techniques necessary to automatically identify known
defeat devices and confirm their function. We tested about 900
firmware images and were able to detect a potential defeat device
in more than 400 firmware images spanning eight years. We
describe the precise conditions used by the firmware to detect a
test cycle and how it affects engine behavior. This work frames
the technical challenges faced by regulators going forward and
highlights the important research agenda in providing focused
software assurance in the presence of adversarial manufacturers.

I. INTRODUCTION

On September 18, 2015, the US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) issued a notice of violation to the Volkswagen
Group, accusing one of the world’s largest automakers of
circumventing the EPA’s emissions tests [18], setting into
motion the most expensive emissions scandal in history.

At the heart of the scandal is Volkswagen’s use of a defeat
device, defined by the EPA as any device that “reduces the
effectiveness of the emission control system under conditions
which may reasonably be expected to be encountered in
normal vehicle operation and use,” with exceptions for starting
the engine, emergency vehicles, and to prevent accidents [19].

The defeat device in Volkswagen vehicles used environ-
mental parameters, including time and distance traveled, to
detect a standard emissions test cycle: if the engine control unit

determined that the vehicle was not under test, it would disable
certain emission control measures, in some cases leading the
vehicle to emit up to 40 times the allowed nitrogen oxides [15].

Defeat devices like Volkswagen’s are possible because of
how regulatory agencies test vehicles for compliance before
they can be offered for sale. In most jurisdictions, including
the US and Europe, emissions tests are performed on a chassis
dynamometer, a fixture that holds the vehicle in place while
allowing its tires to rotate freely. During the test, a vehicle
is made to follow a precisely defined speed profile (i.e.,
vehicle speed as a function of time) that attempts to imitate
real driving conditions. The conditions of the test, including
the speed profile, are both standardized and public, ensuring
that the testing can be performed in a transparent and fair
way by an independent party. However, knowing the precise
conditions of the test also makes it possible for manufacturers
to intentionally alter the behavior of their vehicles during the
test cycle, a practice colloquially called “cycle beating.”

While Volkswagen’s cheating was breathtaking in scope
(a dozen vehicle models spanning at least six years), it has
also highlighted the difficulty of monitoring manufacturers’
emission compliance. Meeting modern emissions standards
is one of the main challenges faced by car manufactur-
ers as emission standards become more stringent. In many
cases, technological limitations put compliance in conflict
with consumer demands for performance, efficiency, or cost—
creating a powerful incentive for car makers to evade the
regulatory burden. At the same time, automobiles have grown
in complexity: the modern automobile is a complex cyber-
physical system made up of many electronic components,
making it as much a software system as a mechanical one.
A premium-class automobile, for example, can contain more
than 70 electronic control units and 100 million lines of
code [4]. As a part of this trend, nearly all aspects of engine
operation are controlled by an Engine Control Unit (ECU),
an embedded system creating a closed control loop between
engine sensors and actuators. This allows manufacturers to
precisely control all aspects of engine operation and thus drive
significant improvements in performance, reliability, and fuel
economy. The ECU is also responsible for ensuring that the
vehicle complies with the emissions requirements imposed by
governmental regulatory bodies. Indeed, while some emission
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Emission Tests
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Defeat Devices



Regulations – §86.1803-01, United States

Auxiliary Emission Control Device (AECD) means any element of design which senses

• temperature,
• vehicle speed,
• engine RPM,
• transmission gear,
• manifold vacuum,

or any other parameter for the purpose of activating, modulating, delaying, or
deactivating the operation of any part of the emission control system.
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Regulations – §86.1803-01, United States

Defeat device means an auxiliary emission control device (AECD) that reduces the
effectiveness of the emission control system under conditions which may reasonably be
expected to be encountered in normal vehicle operation and use, unless:

1. Such conditions are substantially included in the Federal emission test procedure;
2. The need for the AECD is justified in terms of protecting the vehicle against damage
or accident;

3. The AECD does not go beyond the requirements of engine starting; or
4. The AECD applies only for emergency vehicles […]
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Defeat Devices

Two essential components of a defeat device:

1. Detect an ongoing emissions test, and
2. react to it by modifying emission-related subsystems.

We mostly focus on the first part in our talk.
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Defeat Devices

Emissions test detection can be of varying complexity. Distinguish two flavors:

Passive — Targeting environmental parameters (e. g., altitude, temperature).

Active — Specifically targeting characteristic vehicle behavior.

Examples

• Some Cadillacs stopped clean driving when turning on heating or air conditioning.

• The Opel Zafira can detect test cycles using rpm–torque operating points.
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Engine Control Unit Firmware







2 MiB    firmware image
~6000   functions
> 9000  pages documentation



Excerpt from VW documentation, Copyright © Robert Bosch GmbH.



Excerpt from VW documentation, Copyright © Robert Bosch GmbH.



1 /begin MEASUREMENT
2 EnvT_t
3 "Umgebungslufttemperatur"
4
5 SWORD
6 Temp_Cels
7 1
8 100
9 -3549.940
10 3003.560
11
12 FORMAT "%8.3"
13
14 ECU_ADDRESS 0xD0000AA6
15 /end MEASUREMENT

ASAM MCD-2 MC
“.a2l files”

1 /begin COMPU_METHOD
2 Temp_Cels
3 ""
4 RAT_FUNC
5 "%6.1"
6 "deg C"
7
8 COEFFS 0 10 2731.4 0 0 1
9 /end COMPU_METHOD

21



1 /begin CHARACTERISTIC
2 AirCtl_mDesBasPiI1_MAP
3 "Grundkennfeld Luftmassensollwert"
4
5 MAP
6 0x8037CE3A
7 Map_Xs16Ys16Ws16
8
9 1500.000
10 AirMassPerCyl
11 0.00
12 1500.000
13
14 FORMAT "%8.3"
15 EXTENDED_LIMITS -3276.800 3276.700

1 /begin AXIS_DESCR
2 STD_AXIS
3 AirCtl_nEng0
4 EngN
5 16
6 . . .

7 /end AXIS_DESCR
8
9 /begin AXIS_DESCR
10 STD_AXIS
11 AirCtl_qMonDesBas_mp
12 InjMass
13 16
14 . . .

15 /end AXIS_DESCR
16 /end CHARACTERISTIC

22





“Curve Function” – SrvX_IpoCurveS16

• Core function provided by the base system.
• Unlikely to change across firmware versions.
• Easy to detect in stripped images.

• Used to query characteristic curves specifying physical processes.

Point Queries

y← SrvX_IpoCurveS16(curve, x)

24
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Volkswagen AG



Volkswagen AG Defeat Device

Vendor-specific “Acoustic Function”

y0 ← SrvX_IpoCurveS16(curve⊥, x)
y1 ← SrvX_IpoCurveS16(curve⊤, x)

y0 ≤ y ≤ y1

⇐⇒

“Profile matches”

x := “time since engine start”
y := “distance covered”

Excerpt from VW documentation, Copyright © Robert Bosch GmbH.
26
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CurveDiff Framework

CurveDiff automatically analyzes ECU firmware.

• Based on PyPy 2.7 and IDA Pro 6.x.

• Electronic Diesel Control EDC17 by Bosch.

• Infineon TriCore 179x processor.

• Lift to Static Single Assignment form, compiler
optimizations.

[17905: 0 - 18:17:12] Analyzing FL_03L906012___7444.
[17905: 0 - 18:17:12] Pre-processing database...
[17905: 1 - 18:17:51] Exporting functions...
[17905: 2 - 18:18:46] Analyzing functions...
[17905: 3 - 18:19:17] Exporting curves...
[17905: 4 - 18:19:42] Analyzing curves...

Function 80187214 matches the following test cycles:
- (802f6f70, 802f6fae): FTP-75
- (802f6fec, 802f702a): LA92
- (802f7068, 802f70a6): US06
- (802f70e4, 802f7122): SC03
- (802f7160, 802f719e): HWFET
- (802f71dc, 802f721a): ECE-15
- (802f7258, 802f7296): EUDC EUDCL
- (802f72d4, 802f7312): FTP-75 CADC-RURAL IM240
- (802f7350, 802f738e): NEDC ECE-15 JP10 WLTP-1…
- (802f6ef4, 802f6f32): CADC-RURAL SC03

[17905: 5 - 18:19:43] Success.
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8018750c call32 re_4 #800b64f0 a4_1 d4_4

8018750c cconv.w d2_6 re_4

re_4

80187516 mov16 d15_71 d2_6

d2_6

8018752e and.ge d2_9 d2_8 d9_3 d15_71

d15_71

80187534 xor32 d2_10 d2_9 #1

d2_9

8018753e jz16 d2_10 #80187544

d2_10

8018751c call32 re_5 #800b64f0 a4_2 d4_5

8018751c cconv.w d2_7 re_5

re_5

80187526 ge d2_8 d2_7 d9_3

d2_7

d2_8

8018755c call32 re_6 #800b64f0 a4_3 d4_6

8018755c cconv.w d2_11 re_6

re_6

80187566 mov16 d15_78 d2_11

d2_11

80187578 and.ge d2_14 d2_13 d9_3 d15_78

d15_78

8018757e xor32 d2_15 d2_14 #1

d2_14

80187588 jz16 d2_15 #8018758e

d2_15

8018756c call32 re_7 #800b64f0 a4_4 d4_7

8018756c cconv.w d2_12 re_7

re_7

80187570 ge d2_13 d2_12 d9_3

d2_12

d2_13

801875a6 call32 re_8 #800b64f0 a4_5 d4_8

801875a6 cconv.w d2_16 re_8

re_8

801875b0 mov16 d15_87 d2_16

d2_16

801875c2 and.ge d2_19 d2_18 d9_3 d15_87

d15_87

801875c8 xor32 d2_20 d2_19 #1

d2_19
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d2_20

801875b6 call32 re_9 #800b64f0 a4_6 d4_9
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re_9
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d2_17

d2_18

801875f0 call32 re_10 #800b64f0 a4_7 d4_10

801875f0 cconv.w d2_21 re_10

re_10

801875fa mov16 d15_96 d2_21

d2_21

8018760c and.ge d2_24 d2_23 d9_3 d15_96

d15_96

80187612 xor32 d2_25 d2_24 #1

d2_24

8018761c jz16 d2_25 #80187622

d2_25

80187600 call32 re_11 #800b64f0 a4_8 d4_11

80187600 cconv.w d2_22 re_11

re_11

80187604 ge d2_23 d2_22 d9_3

d2_22

d2_23

8018763a call32 re_12 #800b64f0 a4_9 d4_12

8018763a cconv.w d2_26 re_12

re_12

80187644 mov16 d15_105 d2_26

d2_26

80187656 and.ge d2_29 d2_28 d9_3 d15_105

d15_105

8018765c xor32 d2_30 d2_29 #1

d2_29

80187666 jz16 d2_30 #8018766c

d2_30

8018764a call32 re_13 #800b64f0 a4_10 d4_13

8018764a cconv.w d2_27 re_13

re_13

8018764e ge d2_28 d2_27 d9_3

d2_27

d2_28

80187684 call32 re_14 #800b64f0 a4_11 d4_14

80187684 cconv.w d2_31 re_14

re_14

8018768e mov16 d15_114 d2_31

d2_31

801876a0 and.ge d2_34 d2_33 d9_3 d15_114

d15_114

801876a6 xor32 d2_35 d2_34 #1

d2_34

801876b0 jz16 d2_35 #801876b6

d2_35

80187694 call32 re_15 #800b64f0 a4_12 d4_15

80187694 cconv.w d2_32 re_15

re_15

80187698 ge d2_33 d2_32 d9_3

d2_32

d2_33

801876ce call32 re_16 #800b64f0 a4_13 d4_16

801876ce cconv.w d2_36 re_16

re_16

801876d8 mov16 d15_123 d2_36

d2_36

801876ea and.ge d2_39 d2_38 d9_3 d15_123

d15_123

801876f0 xor32 d2_40 d2_39 #1

d2_39

801876fa jz16 d2_40 #80187700

d2_40

801876de call32 re_17 #800b64f0 a4_14 d4_17

801876de cconv.w d2_37 re_17

re_17

801876e2 ge d2_38 d2_37 d9_3

d2_37

d2_38

8018775e call32 re_18 #800b64f0 a4_15 d4_18

8018775e cconv.w d2_41 re_18

re_18

80187768 mov16 d15_141 d2_41

d2_41

80187776 and.ge d2_44 d2_43 d9_3 d15_141

d15_141

8018777c xor32 d2_45 d2_44 #1

d2_44

80187788 jz16 d2_46 #8018778e

80187780 or16 d2_46 d2_45 d8_12

d2_45

d2_46

8018776e call32 re_19 #800b64f0 a4_16 d4_19

8018776e cconv.w d2_42 re_19

re_19

80187772 ge d2_43 d2_42 d9_3

d2_42

d2_43

801877ec call32 re_20 #800b64f0 a4_17 d4_20

801877ec cconv.w d2_47 re_20

re_20

801877f6 mov16 d15_159 d2_47

d2_47

80187804 and.ge d2_50 d2_49 d9_3 d15_159

d15_159

8018780a xor32 d2_51 d2_50 #1

d2_50

80187816 jz16 d2_52 #8018781c

8018780e or16 d2_52 d2_51 d8_16

d2_51

d2_52

801877fc call32 re_21 #800b64f0 a4_18 d4_21

801877fc cconv.w d2_48 re_21

re_21

80187800 ge d2_49 d2_48 d9_3

d2_48

d2_49

8018787a call32 re_22 #800b64f0 a4_19 d4_22

8018787a cconv.w d2_53 re_22

re_22

80187884 mov16 d15_177 d2_53

d2_53

80187892 and.ge d2_56 d2_55 d9_3 d15_177

d15_177

80187898 xor32 d2_57 d2_56 #1

d2_56

801878a4 jz16 d2_58 #801878aa

8018789c or16 d2_58 d2_57 d8_20

d2_57

d2_58

8018788a call32 re_23 #800b64f0 a4_20 d4_23

8018788a cconv.w d2_54 re_23

re_23

8018788e ge d2_55 d2_54 d9_3

d2_54

d2_55

phi d9_3 [d9_1 d9_2 d9_2 d9_2]

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

d9_3

phi d8_12 [d8_9 d8_11]

d8_12

phi d8_16 [d8_13 d8_15]

d8_16

phi d8_20 [d8_17 d8_19]

d8_20



Potential Defeat Devices

Analyzed 926 firmware images spanning eight years,
333 try to detect at least one emission test cycle.
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Affected Subsystems

• InjCrv – injection pattern, injection timing
• Rail, PCR – manifold pressure

• SmkLim – smoke limitation
• AFS, AirCtl – desired air mass EGR
• PFlt – soot mass simulation
• ASMod – desired soot mass DPF
• SCRFFC – desired reducing agent SCR
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Fiat Chrysler Automobiles



Image by Herranderssvensson



300 sec  storage
10 sec  regeneration

    500 km  storage
10–15 min  regeneration

air

NO2bind
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Diesel Particulate Filter
bind soot
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NO2NO 🠒
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Excerpt from Fiat 500X documentation, Copyright © Robert Bosch GmbH. 36
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}
}

compliant NSC regeneration

seldom NSC regeneration

🌳

🚗☁

Excerpt from Fiat 500X documentation, Copyright © Robert Bosch GmbH. 36



} seldom NSC regeneration

after 1600 seconds

🚗☁
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Supplied Fixes
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Future of Emissions Testing



State of Emissions Testing

Public Test CyclesStrict Regulations Black Box Testing
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State of Emissions Testing
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Resulting Challenge

Compliance testing now is a software verification problem.

• Easier to hide in software; black box testing alone is insufficient.

• Portable Emissions Measurement only side-steps the problem.

• Software analysis facilitates large-scale testing.
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Conclusion

• We analyzed two modern defeat devices in software:
• Volkswagen AG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . driving profile check
• Fiat 500X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . timing-based check

• We performed a large-scale study of the VW AG defeat device.
• Tested > 900 firmware images.
• ~300 try to detect at least one test cycle.

• Black-box emissions testing is insufficient.

• Easy to cheat using software, high incentive to do so.

• Software verification of compliance poses a new challenge.
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